
PHONETICS^
VOWELS

Like most of tlie Indo-Eurcpean languages Lahndi has short and

long vowels which differ from one another in rise and zone., There

are eight short sounds: L i,2,d, a, a, li, u. The long ones are repre-

sented by "f, T, e, 'e, ti, a, u, U, o, c>, ou, ozt, a and a (Table 3)o

TabI

Lahndi vowels-

Df:;gree
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lis a short vowel of the front zone, high rise, usually occurs in

tan unstressed position initially in a word, e.g. iman 'fate', hhlra

i;*brother'.

I Tis a long vowel of the front zone, high rise, narrower than ^ since

^ it occupies the highest and frontmost position among the vowels.

Elt is obtainable in all positions of the word, as in tlra *button% mg-

J.fejha' 'month' , phuhn *a mat «

e is a long vowel of the front zone, mid rise, obtainable in all

f positions of the word, e.g. ^ere Vesting places* (initially and finally),

I p^rfAoAero 'a mushroom' (medially).

I His a long vowel of the front zone, low rise, similar to the vowel

I of English 'glad'. Most commonly occurs in monosyllables and initially

rin bisyllabics such as tra 'three', mandhe *my' (pi.).

1 a is a short vowel of the central zone, mid rise. Like a most fre-

i quently occurs in monosyllabics and initially in bisyllabics contain-

i ing two short vowels, as in pat 'uproot', cattun to lick.

a is a short weak vowel of the central zone, mid rise, a neutral

sound, occupying a more front and higher position than a. Most com-

i monly it is an allophone of a, but sometimes also that of u in unstress-

i«d positions when a reduction of these vowels occurs, as in 9gas

i 'sky', odar 'sad'.

I li is a short vowel of the back ^one, high rise, most frequently

£ occurring in monosyllabics and disyllabics with two short vowels,

I e-g. udkul 'violence', bud 'drowned'

-

I u is a long vowel of the back zone, high rise, but higher and

i more back than u. It is obtainable in various positions, as in luda

i 'dear', iforUrr *a pimple', mau 'mother',

\- o is a long vowel of the back zone, mid ri^e Most commonly it.

I occurs midially and finally, e.g. bBrota 'a small tree', para ;tear up'.

ou is a long vowel of the back zone, low rise, more velar than o. It

V sounds like scMnething between o and a with a faint glide with u souni m
i is almost a diphthong. It is obtainable in eill positions, e.g« makhmra

] 'a grass-hopper', lahaur 'Lahore', bduhna 'siiUng\

^ a is a long vowel of the back zone, low rise,. It can be found in

? all positions, as in: an 'bringing, makhane 'sweets', vta 'gone •

% T, e, a,dy a, u, u, o, ml and fare the nasal correspondents of

7; i, e, a,3, a, u, u, o, cm and ^respectively. Examples of minimum

pairs are as follows: sa 'hundrecr - sa 'as\eep\ gh In e 'He would

take' - ghine 'Thou would Lake'. The enumerated nasal phonemes

. should not be confounded with nasalized vowels whose nasalization

is caused by accommodation, i.e. under the influence of a nasal con-
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sonant occurring in the same or neighbouring word, as in mahmu nahi r

tm^ia 'Mahmun is not coming'. Nasalization may be optional, as in sT

-

'cold' instead of sH

A number of dialects or sub-dialects have a strong tendency to i

vowel nasalization even if it involves disappearance of a nasal con- ;i

sonant in a word « Thus, for instance, whereas in Central Multani 1

Participlel sees finally -nda or 'endoy in the Hindki sub-dialect of

Dera Ghazi Khan it often acquires the segment ada or eda: ada *com-;]

ing', pAuZreyflT 'searching'., From amongst the northern dialects the

Shahpur dialect of the Salt Range, Pothohari and Dhanni are very

much inclined to nasalization. In these dialects practically every

long vowel at the end of the word is nasalized, though one also comef

across parallel non-nasalized variants, for instance the postposition i

Tia and na^ the numeral bahu and bahu *many'o

George Wilson and George Grierson mark out in the southern

dialect Jatki (a sub^dialect of Shahpur) e and e, o and o, a and a, i.eJ

long and short e, o and a. Actually all these sounds always are long f

if they preiserve their main quality* When, however, they are greatly

reduced (for instance, in ah unstressed position), they actually changi

their quality turning into the neutral a or short £• Therefore we deem

it not expedient to carry out such a delimitation. i

It should be noted that in some southern forms of speech of Mul-

f

tani called Seraiki Hindki (for instance, in the former state of Khair- ^

pur) and finding themselves under a stronger influence of Sindhi,

masculine nouns and sometimes, pronouns with a consonantal stem

final attach a considerably reduced short a or u, which approximate

the neutral vowel 3, bearing however, a respective shade. These

short sounds are pronounced quickly and abraptly, and are hardly

aadible. Rather often these sounds are not denoted in writings Not

infrequently the sound with a u shade serves as an indication of the t

nominative case, whereas that with em a shade functions as the ^

termination of an analytic case, singular, or that of the nominative ^

case, plural, as in ladu *love*, d£i puta ahin 'There were two sons'o
[

Since unlike all other Lahndi dialects Pothohari sees a stress

mostly falling on the ultimate syllable, the sound i, occurring in an i

unstressed ppeition, lobses its tension and turns into a sound resembl

ing^i; bTmar-bamar *sick**
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CONSONANTS

Lahndi is no exception among a number of languages of India

ind Pakistan in that the sounds p, K U ^* ^» *» ^> ^' ^» ^' ^ -
^

3ear a general similarity to consonants of this kind in Indo-European

languages,
•

Tlie sounds p, 6, f, rf, k and g have the aspirated correspondents

a,hh, tK dh, kh and gh. When pronouncing one of the latter group

there occur a greater tension of the organs of speech concerned (the

lips, tongue, pharynx etc.) and a more vigorous separation-explosion,

indispensably followed by aspiration^

^ t; is a fricative, voiced labio^dental, noise consonanU Its con-

lokantal nature is especially prominent initially in the word, as in:

^/la 'going', vat 'then', Intervoealically its degree of voice is greater

^nd this being the case, it justifies its name "semi-vowel", e.g.:

dcvur "spider .

/ is a lateral fricative sonant. The dorsal portion of the tongue

rises rather high, which causes greater softness. Most commonly this

sonant is obtainable initially, e.g. laggavana 'is leaving', Ifssa

*weak\

c is a palato-alveolar medio-littgual affricate, more palatal than

iiveolar, since the alveoli feel only a sli^t touching.

/ is the voicfed correspondent of c, whereas jk is the aspirated

corr-espondent of /.

s is a medic-lingual fricative consonant produced by the tip of

the tongue touching the teeth and the middle part of the tongue being

raised towards the hard palatcc It is obtainable in all positions, e.g.

sak *suspicion*» pasum 'hair*, ans 'pleasure »

y is a medio-lingual fricative sonant occurring only initially

and medially, as in: yar 'a friend', muhye Vof/ a face' (a submorphis-

ed autoseme)*.

X is a uvular fricative consonant which found its way into the

language through Persian and Arabic borrowings, but more front than

the Persian x. It occurs in all positions, e=g. Xarco 'expenditure',

rttJ!^£r*appeared', yaX *frozen'.

G is the voiced correspondent of X, It is a borrowed sound as'

welL The number of words containing it is limited, since most com-

monly g is used instead of G.

* This temi is defined in the "Case and Declension'* section.
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A-is a voiced glottal consonant, with a prominent glottal sound

It begins either a word or a stressed syllable, e.g. havaz Voice',

lahaiir 'Lahore'.

The cerebral sounds Z, n, d, dh,
f,

?^ are articulated by curling

the fore part of the tongue up and backwards till it contacts the poinl

between the hard palate and the soft palate. After an energetic oc-

clusion the tongue curls back, to a greater extent for r, / and n than
|

for d, dh,
f,

and tlu Cerebral sounds are particularly common in the
j

Thali dialect. Of the four non-labialized nasal consonants n is the >

most frequently used. It is obtainable in all positions. The cerebral %

n occurs only midially and finally, as in: ghin Ao^r 'having taken', ^

ghinun \o take'., The consonants n and^J^ mostly precede the medio-

1

lingual c. cK }f /^ and the backlingual k, kh, g, gh, respectively, e.gy

manjT^a bed', tra^gur *a net'. v;

Referring to the medio-lingual % Jukes /VI/ points out that its f

pronunciation is something between nj and ny, sometimes leaning >;

more to one side, sometimes to the other. In the imperative vanj '^h
the sonant sounds more like n/, whereas in Participl*^ I vanjenda-

more like ny . This is understandable, since / and y being both medio-j

lingual sounds, n is superimposed by y when the degree of voice is r

greater, and by / when it is lesser. I

One should also mention other peculiar sounds of Multani, mainlj

borrowed from Sindhi, These are long double consonants mostly oc-
^

curing at the beginning of a word, e.go <^ bb, hbahun 'many'; (t |

//, jjTnven, *also', j 44 (somethtiug between z and cOi dda *way',
|

'method', J ^g (a sound with some nasal shade), as in ggarha I

'thick'.
I

According to Ikram TJl-Haq /52/, Multani possesses one more g ^

with a guttural shade: cj" as in J & 'insult'. But A« Jukes regards
J

this g sound in the word as belonging to the gg type /Jukes, V/-

In the Multani of Dera Gazi Khan the cerebral / almost never I

occurs. To make up for it the same is widely used in the forms of
|

speech of Central Multan.

In some dialects of Lahndi there is a tendency to replace the

fricative s with the stop f, particularly at the end of the wordo Thus,

in tlie Multani of Muzaffargarh we come across apat instead of vapas

'between each other', and sakht instead ofsakhs 'a man'. In the

Thalochri of Jang (the dialect Jatki) it is sakhaL In the Pothohari

of Jehlam kagat 'paper' is used instead of kagaz.

In the Multani of Muzaffargarh and the Pothohari of Jehlam and

Rawalpindi Lahndi speakers prefer to use the consonant / instead
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of the borrowed sound z or the cluster zi which found their way into

Lahndi together with Persian wordso In the text concerned we have

come across the following words: najik *near' (compare with nazdli^),

hafoj *bazar' (compare with hazaT)^ najir *sight* (compare with naziTj^

darvaja *a door* (compare with darvaza), jananT 'wife* (compare with

zanaai).

In some northern dialects of Lfihndi there is a permutation

of sounds and syllables. Thus, in an Awankari text we have discover

ed iskar *hunt', instead of sikau George Grierson also cites exam-

pies of metathesis in Pothohari: jakat *boy' instead ol jatak, mahesa

'always* instead of hamesOf sabab 'goods' instead of asbab, etc Not^

infrequently the north sees the sounds r and / interchangedo !

It is typical of the phonetics of Lahndi and particularly of that of ^

the northern dialects to begin very frequently a word not with a vowelj

but with the glottal A. Thus, in Pothohari we come across the sub- ^

morphised autoseme of the pronoun kus, his *he*, 'that*, the numerals^

hik 'one* and hitna *so many', 'this much'; in Awankari there occur

hik 'one*, hikatthe 'together', havaz 'voice', kcansos 'regret*, hinna

'they'o Frequently such words are also found in the Jatki of Lyallpur4

In the play by Sekhon we have discovered such words as hasa 'we',

his 'this*, hitthe 'here', ho 'that*, hiv 'so*, etc.
'

One of the major phonetic differences between Lahndi and Punjabi^

is that whereas Punjabi is void of voiced aspirated sounds (and they

are replaced by voiceless or sometimes voiced non-aspirated conso-

nants in words with a falling or rising tone), in the overwhelming

majority of the dialects of Lahndi (excluding, perhaps, Pothohari)

these sounds are present,,

TONES

Two tones are typical of Lahndi: level (even) and rising^ A ris-

ing tone is often graphically indicated by the letter h (in transcrjp- '

tion), e„g. koh (ko'') *a mountain', diddh (didd) 'one and a half'o Howe-
ver, some northern dialects have two common tones and one uncom- ?

mono Thus, in Awankari there is a level tone, two variants of a rising

tone, and in a small group of words a falling one much alike in principl

to a similar tone in Punjabi, as in m*amda *0h, Mohammed', pHva *we q-

thresh'.

Typical of Pothohari is a level tone and a falling one. In addi-

tion, a rising tone is used, but rarely. Here are two examples of the ?
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ailing tone in the dialect: k^ar 'shortage', tjedi'a. swelling'o

jr Tones have certain effects on sounds /Bahri% 192/, In a toned

^liable (in case of a rising tone — U.S.) the vowel is somewhat

hortened, close vowels become closer, open ones more open, the

bnsonants covering such syllables become more prominent, the

losion of stops is increased and the aspiration of aspirated conso-

iants is more markedo The celebralisation of cerebrals becomes

troiiger, the trills in the rolled consonants and the friction in the

icative ones increase as welL The stress becomes more pronounced.

While distinguishing Lahndi from Punjabi it should be noted that

« existence of two tones (excluding perhaps, Pothohari) is typical

^thie former language, whereas that of four tones is characteristic

"Punjabi (the fourth tone we have discovered in Punjabi and Dogri

fd called it the clear falling tone. It is possible that this

tie exists in Lahndi too, but this requires extra research work).

SYLLABICATION

' 111e Lahndi vocabulary is mainly represented by monosyllabics

'd disyilabics. Words with three, four and more syllables occur

rely.

The syllable in Lahndi can be made up of:

1) a vowel, including a nasal one, Oog. e^or T 'this', o^or u

hat^^*he' 'that' (in the ergative);

i 2) a vowel and a consonant, e.go in 'they are', ach 'come here',

% in aitifi 'mother*;

fi 3) a consonant and a vowel, e.g. na, na or na (a postposition),

I

ten*;
^, ,

S 4) a double consonant and a vowel, e.go t/c/u 'two';

I in Nos 3 and 4 the syllables are open.

1^ 5) a consonant, a vowel and a consonant, Cogo sTs 'nod', titk

b much';

^^ 6) two consonants, a vowel and a consonant, e.g. bhar 'thirst ,

If 'wool'a

STRESS

In Lahndi stress can be distributed equally between two syl-

les, or one syllable is more accentuated than any other. In some
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words only one syllable is prominent. In Pothohari stress falls as 1

a rule on the last syllable.

On the whole stress in Lahndi is of aspiratory-tonal naturco

Li disyllabics stress is as follows:

1) if the first syllable is short and the second long, the latter

bears a prominent stress, e.g, ghiada *taken\ kanu 'from', can^a. :

small ditch*; ;

2) when the first syllable is long and the second short, stress ij

is on the first syllable, though not as strong as in the examples

above, e.g*- thTvun ^io be% ara^g *a gloomy weather', Jikun *how'^

c7A;ixn*to shout'; h

3) if vowels in two syllables are both long or both short, street

is distributed equally, e, go j^rd 'a double', ^cald *a custom', alu
j

'potatoes, ^udhul *rape', hattar 'worse'o

In Awankari trisyllabics, as a rule, the penultimate syllable is;;

slressed /Bahri\ 204A In such words the pre-stressed syllable is
j

shortened considerably; uaAoZa *rape', kuhan *an axe', barotd *a

small tree'.

In quadrisyllabics stress is also on the penultimate syllable at

if the first syllable is long, it is considerably reduced, as in helihc^

'regardless oP, haramzidki *treachery'.

CHANGE OF SOUNDS .

IN THE SPOKEN CHAIN (SANDHI)

Sounds in Lahndi may change in the following cases: on- the

morpheme boundary when a grammatical category of a word changes;

on the boundary between a word and an emphatic particle when em-^

phasis occurs; on the boundary between a word and a formant when

|

forming a new word; on the word-boundary in generaL TTiis is cha^ -^

racteristic of both vowels and consonants.

Vowels may be subjected to the following changes:

1) if a formant beginning with a vowel of a different articula- i

tion, or constituting such a vowel, is added to a word ending in a

long vowel,^ the latter undergoes some reduction, e.g, nadhT'a girl'i

-ha — nadhia (the final Freduced).

The same occurs in the spoken chain on the boundary between i

word and formant, even if the latter is hot attached to the former, as

e >i: rehne ala /rehniala/ *an inhabitant ,

T>i; javatrTa/javatrid/ *to the daughter's, husband',
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> ir>u; piu T ku /piuiku/ *only to the father';

: 2) if one word ends in a long a, while the next begins with a,

f sound very much alike to *a is heard on the word-boundary, e.go

Idhhha aha /hahhhaa/ it was as a whole';

r- 3) if a word ending in a certain vowel is followed by a word

fegintiing with the same vowel , or represented by th^s, it results

b W Icitigthened sound of the same quality, e.go puttra a./puttra/

te%e sons', dKiT (dhry only the daughter';

I 4) if the first component of a compound word ends in a long

tiW^T (particularly a numeral), the latter is reduced in rapid speech

iii frequently with a qualitative change, as in doakk (duakk) paving

?w6 teeth', dotahTfdutahT/a double sheet, killT~phita/killipkita/*a

pme^9 thanedar /thanidar/^ 'a policeman';

I
5) if in a disyllabic the first syllable is stressed and the second

bntaining a nasal consonant, is unstressed, the vowel of the latter

& nasalized, Cog, sona 'gold', kuiiT^a clay vessel';

} 6) if in rapid speech a short word ending in a nasal vowel precedes a

(tford, the first syllable of which is stressed and devoid of nasal sounds,

he nasal vowel loses its nasality, e^go ma in md hitthe raksa I shall

remain here?o

Changes of consonants in the spoken chain of Lahndi mainly boil down

to regressive assimilation^ They are as follows:

s 1) a voiced consonant gets devocalized preceding a voiceless

one, e<.g^ barbad ku (barbatku) Mestruction*;

2) a dental stop preceding a medio-lingual consonant gets com-

pletely assimilated, e^g. vat ca ghin /vacca/ then take';

3) an aspirated consonant preceding a stop, s or 5 loses its

Aspiration, e.g. takh taT /takt'oT/y 'for a beast of prey', rakh s'd

/raks'a/ put the thing down*;

4) a voiceless consonant preceding a voiced one turns into a

voiced itself,e,g, as zafur (azzarur) Sve shall certainly';

5) a consonant loises its aspiration if preceding another aspirat-

ed sound, e«g, vekk kha (vekkha) Hake a look'.


